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INTRODUCTION 
The general goals of the breeders are to increase product 
output per animal, to increase the efficiency of production, 
and to improve the quality of an existing product. Great 
improvement in egg production has been realized in laying hens 
over the past thirty years. Improving feed efficiency is 
always a primary concern to the egg industry because feed cost 
accounts for at least two thirds of the total production cost. 
Any improvement in efficiency should be beneficial. 
Feed efficiency is normally improved by breeders through 
selection for increased production, decreased body 
maintenance, and decreased mortality. Individual feed 
consumption records are usually not included in a commercial 
breeding program because of the cost of measuring large 
numbers of individual birds. 
Wing and Nordskog (1982a,b), however, showed that the 
residual component of feed consumption, after statistical 
adjustment for body weight and egg mass, is moderately 
heritable. This suggests that feed efficiency can be enhanced 
by taking feed consumption records into account. The authors 
showed that including feed consumption information in a 
selection index, theoretically, should improve income over 
feed cost by 17%. 
The primary objective of this study was to determine 
whether selection by using individual feed consumption records 
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would indeed improve both feed efficiency and income over feed 
cost in a population of laying hens. Five generations of 
selection of Leghorn hens based on indexes with and without 
feed consumption information were studied. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The evaluation of the effectiveness of using individual 
feed consumption records to improve the efficiency of egg 
production is the main focus of this dissertation. The 
literature reviewed here, which also emphasizes this theme, 
is arranged in three parts. The first part deals with 
selection for feed efficiency in the chicken, the second 
reviews selection index theory and the third reviews response 
to selection. 
Selection for Feed Efficiency 
A primary concern of the poultry industry today is the 
efficiency of egg production. In a general sense, feed 
efficiency is the ability of the hen to utilize the feed 
consumed to produce the final salable egg. In terms of energy 
utilization, energy is stored as carbohydrates, fats and 
proteins of foods. In the process of digestion and 
metabolism, energy is lost in the forms of fecal energy, 
urinary energy, and heat of nutrient metabolism. The 
remainder of the energy is used for body maintenance and 
production (Scott e^ a_l. 1976). A bird that has the ability 
to utilize a larger portion of the total energy consumed and 
to convert it to eggs is considered efficient. In a practical 
sense, feed efficiency can be measured as the ratio of 
nutrient units in the final product (egg mass) to the total 
nutrient intake from food consumed. 
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The evaluation of feed efficiency, therefore, requires 
estimators of product output and nutrient input. North (1980) 
suggested that egg mass is a sufficient measure of product 
output for laying hens. He defined egg mass (M) as average 
egg mass ouput per hen per day, is equal to (PxW)/100, where P 
is percentage hen-day egg production and W is average egg 
weight. Because this measure takes into account both rate of 
production and egg size, it is an adequate meassure of total 
production. However, the average daily egg mass output for a 
hen producing 765 grams/dozen eggs at 55 percent hen-day egg 
production would be equivalent to that of a hen producing 709 
grams/dozen eggs at 7 0 percent hen-day egg production. 
Furthermore, if the average weight of all eggs produced in a 
year by a hen is 25.45 ounces per dozen and the average sales 
price is 50 cents per dozen, the annual value of all eggs 
produced by one hen increases 7 0 cents for each one-tenth 
ounce increase in daily egg mass. Egg mass is also a useful 
measure in comparing performance of different strains or 
different feeding and management schemes. 
As for the measurement of nutrient input, Nordskog et al. 
(1972) noted that individual variation in efficiency has been 
mostly ignored by poultry breeders. Perhaps this is because 
the measurement and collection of individual feed consumption 
records would increase production costs. Also, there may be 
easier ways for breeders to promote genetic improvement in 
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efficiency. Because feed consumption is largely accounted for 
by egg mass output and body weight, breeders have relied 
mainly upon selection for high egg production and low body 
weight to improve feed efficiency as a correlated response to 
selection. 
Nordskog et a^. (1972) examined data from a long-term 
selection experiment to determine the relationship of rate of 
lay, body size, and egg size with feed efficiency. The 
results showed that selection for high rate of production 
increased efficiency by about 1/2 egg per kg of feed. 
Selection for small body size increased efficiency by about 
1.0 egg per kg of feed, but selection for large body size 
lowered efficiency by about 2.0 egg per kg of feed. However, 
selection for large or small egg size did not seem to have a 
consistent effect on efficiency. Thus, selection for high egg 
production and small body size would, automatically improve 
efficiency of feed conversion. On the other hand, the authors 
suggested that because small-bodied birds tend to lay small 
eggs, which are discounted on most markets of the world, the 
optimum body size would be intermediate. 
Lee and Nordskog (1975) evaluated feed consumption 
records in predicting net income in layers. Two performance 
indexes were derived and compared. The first (16) used net 
income as the dependent variable with independent variables of 
egg rate, egg weight, body weight, mortality, maturity, and 
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feed consumption. The second performance index (15) included 
all the above independent variables except feed consumption. 
The dependent variables in 16 accounted for 67.16 percent of 
the variation in net income for data from U.S. random sample 
tests and 68.05 percent for data from experimental commercial 
crosses provided by a Japanese hatchery (Goto of Gifu City, 
Japan). The dependent variables in 15 accounted for 66.89 
percent of the variation in net income in the U.S. data and 
for 67.62 percent in the Goto data. Moreover, feed 
consumption accounted for only 0.77 percent of the variation 
in net income in the U.S. data and 1.00 percent in the Goto 
data. Thus, the feed consumption records did not 
significantly improve the predictive value of a performance 
index when prior information was available on the other five 
variables. Furthermore, it was shown that an efficiency 
index, defined as the ratio of egg mass output to the 0.75 
power of body weight, predicted net income almost as well as 
the performance indexes described above. 
A comparison study on selection based on feed conversion 
versus selection on egg mass, reported by Lohmann and Company 
(LSL Information, March, 1978), showed that after three 
generations, birds selected for feed conversion decreased in 
body weight, rate of lay, egg weight, daily egg mass, and in 
feed consumption, but feed conversion improved. However, when 
comparisons were based on an income index, expressed as the 
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value of egg mass minus feed cost, the line selected solely 
for egg mass was clearly superior. Thus, even though feed 
conversion might have been improved by direct selection, 
overall productivity was decreased. 
Nordskog et aA. ( 1969 ) compared feed efficiency estimated 
in laying hens in two different ways: indirectly, from 
information only on egg mass and body weight (El) and 
directly, from egg mass, body weight and feed consumption 
(E4). The indirect method proved to be a better estimatorof 
feed efficiency than the direct method because the error 
variance was smaller. 
The above studies suggest that the benefit gained by 
individual feed consumption records might be too small to 
justify the additional cost and work involved. Other studies 
suggest that feed consumption has a genetic basis so that a 
selection program using information on feed consumption should 
improve genetic efficiency. 
Von Krosigk and Pirchner (1964) presented data obtained 
from a study on feed consumption of 545 cross-line pullets 
from two White Leghorn lines. They estimated that the 
heritability of feed consumption was 0.15 and reported genetic 
correlations of feed consumption with body weight and with egg 
mass to be 0.62 and 0.24, respectively. They estimated the 
heritability of feed efficiency (g of feed per g egg mass) was 
0.16. 
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Arboleda et aJ. (1976a) suggested that if the genetic 
variation in feed consumption is completely determined by egg 
mass and body weight, using reliable estimates of genetic 
correlations or phenotypic regressions of these traits on feed 
consumption in the index is equivalent to an index containing 
individual feed records. However, if true genetic differences 
in feed efficiency exist, which are independent of egg mass 
and body weight, then using individual feed consumption 
records could be justified-
Arboleda et a_l. (1976b) defined a residual component of 
feed consumption as the difference between the total feed 
consumed and that used for egg mass output and body 
maintenance. Multiple regression analysis showed that the 
residual component accounted for 50 percent of the total sum 
of squares for feed consumption in the different lines and 
crosses. The heritability estimate of the residual component 
was 0.01 from a sire component of variance. The genetic 
correlations of the residual component with body weight and 
egg mass from the sire component of variance and covariance 
were 0.27 and -0.41, respectively. The authors compared the 
relative efficiencies of four different selection indexes to 
determine the feasibility of utilizing supplemental 
information on feed consumption to increase income over feed 
costs. Individual feed consumption records, plus body weight 
and other production traits, were measured on 2,303 pedigreed 
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hens. Four selection indexes were compared. Index II 
contained information on body weight, egg mass, and feed 
consumption. Index 14 contained information only on body 
weight and egg mass. Index 12 and 13 contained information on 
body weight, egg mass, and estimates of the genetic partial 
regression or correlation of feed consumption on body weight 
and egg mass. With truncation selection of the top 20% of the 
population, II lines was estimated to be 9% more efficient 
than 14, containing no feed information. The authors 
concluded that using feed consumption regression or 
correlation in a selection index theoretically should increase 
the expected genetic gain in income over feed cost if there is 
a true residual genetic component of variance for feed 
consumption. 
Wing and Nordskog (1982a,b) reevaluated the problem 
defined by Arboleda et aJ. (1976a,b) by using a larger and 
more representative set of data. Individual records on feed 
consumption, body weight, and egg mass from 4,909 pedigreed 
White Leghorns were used. Their estimate of the heritability 
of the residual component of feed consumption was .25+.04, 
suggesting that individual feed consumption records should 
enhance selection for efficiency of egg production. From 
selection indexes constructed to evaluate the expected benefit 
of using individual feed records, they predicted that the use 
of information on feed consumption is expected to increase 
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income over feed costs by 17% with truncation selection of the 
top 38% of the population. On the other hand, if the relevant 
parameter estimates of genetic correlations of feed 
consumption with other traits are used rather than the actual 
feed consumption record in the index, the expected increase of 
income over feed costs should remain unchanged. The authors 
emphasized, however, that getting reliable estimates of the 
population parameters is of primary importance. They 
estimated the heritabilities of body weight, egg mass and feed 
consumption to be .63, .183, and .375, respectively. 
Hagger and Abplanalp (1978) also examined the question of 
the genetic basis in the residual component of feed 
consumption by using data from 2,014 laying hens from two 
lines of White Leghorns. The residual component accounted for 
31.6 to 48.4% of the variation in feed consumption. The 
estimated heritability of the residual component, between 50 
to 64%, was substantially higher than those of both Arboleda 
et al. (1976b) and Wing and Nordskog (1982a). 
Bentsen (1983a) studied the residual feed consumption 
(RFC) in Rhode Island Red and White Leghorn hens. The 
independent variables in his prediction equation included egg 
mass production, body weight, weight gain, and age at first 
egg. The correlation coefficient for this regression model 
was between .70 and .75 for the two breeds. The authors 
suggested that with 25 to 30% of the total variation in feed 
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consumption accounted for by RFC, efficiency should improve if 
one can identify and control the sources of variation in RFC. 
Bentsen (1983b) further examined the correlation between RFC 
and metabolized energy, excreted nitrogen, dry matter in 
excreta, yolk percentage, energy in eggs, feather covering, 
unfeathered appendages, and body fat. Highly significant 
negative correlations were found between RFC and feather 
covering and age at first egg. But correlations of RFC with 
other traits were low and insignificant. 
Singh (1982) examined the effect of including feed 
consumption information in a selection program. The two 
selection indexes he compared were II with information on body 
weight, egg mass, and feed consumption and 12 with feed 
consumption ignored. After four generations of selection, 
several traits of the early production period were examined. 
The results indicated that II, relative to 12, did not 
increase body weight, but sexual maturity was delayed. Also, 
birds selected under II were lower in rate of lay and in egg 
weight compared to 12. However, daily feed intake was reduced 
considerably for the II selected birds, and feed efficiency 
improved slightly. 
Harris (1959) examined the use of the ratio of egg mass 
to feed consumption (EM/FC) as a selection criterion to 
improve feed efficiency. After two generations, a line 
selected on EM/FC was significantly more efficient than a 
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random bred control. In the selected line, body weight was 
reduced, but egg size and egg number remained unchanged. 
Hence, efficiency improved by reducing the amount of feed 
required for maintenance of body weight. 
The above studies suggested that the inclusion of feed 
consumption in a selection index should improve income over 
feed cost. The objective is to increase egg mass output and 
reduce feed consumption. However, Hou (1983) examined the 
relationship of body composition to feed consumption and to 
egg mass output. His studies suggested that feed consumption 
is the single most important factor affecting egg mass output. 
Thus, simultaneous selection for high egg mass and low feed 
consumption would become antagonistic and thereby tend to 
reduce the effectiveness of selection. 
Guill and Washburn (1974) investigated whether the 
efficiency of feed utilization could be changed without an 
associated change in growth rate and body size. Five lines of 
broilers were selected for either low or high feed conversion 
with body weight variable or constant. The lines were low 
conversion weight variable (LLWV), low conversion weight 
constant (LLWK), high conversion weight variable (HLWV), high 
conversion weight constant (HLWK), and a control line. The 
weight variable lines were selected solely on the feed 
conversion ratio. The weight constant lines were selected for 
feed conversion with the restriction that body weight changes 
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be relatively constant over generations. After three 
generations of selection, feed requirement per unit gain was 
increased by .12 in the HLWV line over the control, and .08 in 
the HLWK line. In the low feed conversion lines, feed 
conversion ratio decreased .11 in the LLWK line and .07 in the 
LLWV line. Thus, feed efficiency was consistently better for 
lines with body weight kept constant. 
Pym and Nicholls (1979) studied the question of selection 
for feed efficiency in broilers. Five generations of 
selection on four different lines were examined. The first 
was selected for increased weight gain (line W), the second 
for increased feed consumption (line F), the third for 
improved conversion of feed to gain (line E) and the fourth 
was a random bred control (line C). They concluded that body 
weight alone was not a sufficient criterion to improve feed 
efficiency. They recommended that selection on an index based 
on body weight and feed efficiency should be most effective. 
In a follow up study on the four lines described above, 
after ten generations of selection, Pym et al . (1984) examined 
the difference in energy and nitrogen metabolism at six weeks 
of age. Calorimetric measurements were made on the 4 lines 
when the chicken were fed ad libitum while in a large open-
circuit respiration chamber, and later during a period of fast 
while in smaller closed-circuit respiration chambers. Gross 
energy and nitrogen content (N) were measured on samples of 
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food and excreta. The heat production of starved birds was 
calculated from gaseous exchange. Metabolizability of feed 
was also measured. 
For the W line, feed efficiency improved slightly with 
increased feed consumption. Body weight increased moderately 
in the F line, but this line had the poorest efficiency. The 
E line increased in body weight with little change in feed 
consumption and had the best efficiency. Metabolizability of 
dietary energy was poorest for the F line and best for the E 
line. The authors suggested that the genetic variation in 
digestability and the selection for increased food consumption 
favors birds with reduced capacity for digestion. 
When body weight was taken into consideration, the birds 
of F line ate more food, produced more heat, and retained more 
energy than did those of line E. The authors suggested that 
selection for increased feed consumption favors birds with 
defective insulation, or poor feathering; greater body heat 
loss would increase the maintenance energy requirement. 
Morrison and Leeson (1979) classified birds as efficient 
or as inefficient, even though they might be similar in body 
size and produce the same egg mass. The birds were placed in 
an open circuit calorimeter. They found that the inefficient 
birds produced significantly more heat per unit of metabolic 
body size. Bordas and Merat (1981) reported highly 
significant positive phenotypic correlations for residual feed 
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intake with wattle length and shank temperature. They 
suggested that an appreciable amount of the total heat 
dissipated by adult birds arises from the unfeathered head 
appendages. This would increase feed intake to compensate for 
the increase in energy need. Similar results were also 
reported by Bentsen (1983b). 
Pym et a_l. (1984 ) also found that the net availability of 
metabolizable energy was highest for the efficiency line (line 
E) but the estimated daily maintenance energy requirement was 
highest for the high feed consumption line (F line). Pym and 
Solvyns (1979) reported that, at a fixed age, birds selected 
for high feed consumption were fatter than birds selected for 
feed efficiency. Greenberg (1976) reported that the 
correlation between fat deposit and oviduct weight of the 
laying hen was negative. He suggested that an inverse 
relationship exists between excess fat deposition and 
reproductive performance. 
Pym ejt aJ. (1984 ) concluded that the improvement in 
efficiency of feed utilization in the efficiency line (line E) 
could be attributed to an increase in metabolizability of 
dietary energy, a reduction in maintenance energy requirement, 
and increase in net availability of metabolizable energy and a 
reduction in fat content of the tissue deposited. 
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The use of the sex-linked dwarf gene is another approach 
to improving feed efficiency. The idea is to reduce body 
weight, and thus reducing maintenance requirement, without a 
reduction of the potential for productivity. Nordskog (1981) 
pointed out that a recessive sex-linked dwarf gene, found in 
certain bantam breeds, may also be found in other breeds 
including the Leghorn and the New Hampshire. 
French and Nordskog (1973) studied the effect of the 
dwarf gene on feed conversion and other traits. The results, 
showing that the dwarf gene reduced body size about 30% and 
egg weight about 8%, agreed with reports of others. However, 
they found that age at maturity was delayed by about one week, 
and rate of egg production was depressed by 5%. On the other 
hand, "mini-type" normal chickens, which can be produced by 
conventional methods of selection, compared to the dwarf 
chicken, were 13% lighter, laid 11% more eggs, and produced 
12% more egg mass per unit of feed consumed. They concluded 
that mini-chickens produced by conventional selection would be 
at least equal to and probably superior to the dwarf-mini. 
However, this would require at least 7 generations of 
selection to reduce normal body size equivalent to that of a 
dwarf-mini pullet. 
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Selection Index Theory 
Because a selection index should be an especially useful 
tool in a selection program designed to develop efficient egg 
producers, it is appropriate to briefly review its underlying 
theory and applications. In general, breeders are concerned 
with the improvement of several traits simultaneously. Hazel 
(1943) noted that, in practice, many traits influence an 
animal's practical value, although in varying degrees. The 
information regarding different traits comes from different 
sources, such as the animal's relatives or the animal's own 
performance for traits which are expressed once or repeatedly 
during its lifetime. The problem of how to effectively handle 
different traits is complicated because each may differ in 
economic value and in the degree of heritability. Moreover, 
the various traits may be correlated both phenotypically and 
genetically. 
Hazel and Lush (1942) evaluated the efficiency of three 
methods of selection for multiple traits. The first method 
was tandem selection, which is selecting one trait at a time 
generation by generation. This method is the least efficient. 
The second method, independent culling levels, sets a standard 
for each trait; if the animals do not meet the minimum 
standard for any one trait, it would be culled. The third 
method, that of a selection index, was shown to be most 
efficient. 
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Lin (1978) wrote an excellent review paper on the subject 
of index selection for the genetic improvement of quantitative 
characters. Many of the points of view expressed here are 
based on his paper. 
A selection index was first proposed by Smith (1935) for 
the selection of plant lines, using Fisher's (1936) concept of 
a discriminant function. Hazel (1943) later extended the 
index procedure for the selection of individuals in an animal 
population. The significant contributions of Hazel's 1943 
paper were that he defined a method to estimate genetic 
variances and covariances required in the derivation of the 
index. He defined an aggregate genotype as a linear 
combination of genetic values, each weighted by relative 
economic value. Henderson (1963) commented that the selection 
index can be used for several different purposes. For 
example, selection on a single trait might use information on 
the individual and some of its relatives (Osborne 1957); a 
second possibility is that selection might take into account 
two or more traits using records made by the individual (Hazel 
1943); a third possibility is that selection might be based on 
two or more traits using records on both individuals and their 
relatives; fourthly, selection might be based on line-crosses 
using data measuring both specific and general combining 
ability. In the present dissertation, only the second of 
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these was considered, i.e., selection of individuals for 
multiple traits. 
The idea of a selection index is to combine the component 
characters into a score to predict the desired aggregate 
genotype as defined by Hazel (1943). A brief discription of 
the derivation of the selection index is given by Lin (1978), 
The selection index and the aggregate genotype are 
defined as. 
Index: I = Eb^x^ = x'b 
Aggregate genotype: H = Za^g^ = g'a 
where 
x' = (x^ x^ ... x^) = a row vector of m known phenotypic 
values, 
g' = (g^ g2 ... g^) = a row vector of n unknown genetic 
value. 
a' = (a^ a -  ... ) = a row vector of n known relative 
economic values, and 
b' = (b^ b^ ... b^) = a row vector of m index 
coefficients to be computed. 
The following relationships are obtained from the above 
definitions : 
O j  =  b  'Pb 
= a'Fa 
~ b 'Ga 
where 
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P = Var(x), the phenotypic variance-covariance matrix 
(mxm) 
F = Var(g), the genetic variance-covariance matrix (nxn), 
G = Cov{x,g), the genetic covariance matrix (mxn) between 
the phenotypic values in I and the genotypic values in H. 
If m=n, then G and F are identical. 
The index coefficients, vector b, needed to construct the 
selection index, are derived such that the correlation between 
2 I and H is maximized or that (H-I) is a minimum. The 
correlation between I and H is: 
To maximize r^^, we take the partial derivative of log r^^ and 
set it to zero. Maximizing log r^^ is equivalent to 
maximizing r^^. Thus, 
log r^y = log(b'Ga) - l/21og(b'Gb) - l/21og(a'Fa) 
Since b'Pb/b'Ga is a scalar, it can be dropped without 
affecting the proportionality of the b^'s. Therefore, the 
equation can be simplified to Pb=Ga, and the coefficients of 
b 'Ga 
(b'Pb)- 5  ( a ' F a )  
L L . 2Pb = 0 
2 b'Pb 
and 
the index can i 
exist. 
,-1, 
I = 1 
The statistical properties of the selection index have 
been discussed by Williams (1962) and Henderson (1963). 
Because the index is used as a selection criterion, it 
might seem appropriate to consider its heritability. The 
squared correlation between the selection index and the 
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aggregate genotype, r^^ , has been interpreted by some 
researchers as the heritability of the index. The reasoning 
is that the response to selection on I predicts genetic change 
2 in H. However, r^^ measures the association between I and H 
and is not equal to the ratio of the genetic variance of I to 
2 the total variance of the index. Thus, r^^ is not consistent 
with the definition of heritability as defined by Lush (1945). 
Lin and Allaire (1977) and Nordskog (1978) independently 
examined the question of the heritability of a selection 
index. They both arrived at the same results, by different 
avenues, that the heritability of I should be defined as: 
2 hj =b'Gb/b'Pb; where b, G and P are symbols as defined 
earlier. 
Lin ^  al. (1977) asserted that, since the phenotypic 
value for a single trait x^ can be partitioned as x^=u^+g^+e^, 
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where is the genetic effect and e^ the residual. Thus, the 
selection index should also be partitionable as, 
I = Zb^X^ = Zb^(u^+ g^+ e^) 
* * * 
= u + g + e 
where 
* 
u = Zb^u^ 
g* = Zb^g^ 
* 
and e = Zb^e^ 
Therefore, the variance of I is = a^* + 
I g e 
* * 
assuming Cov(g ,e )=0. The variance and covariance of the 
above definitions are: 
a * = = b'Gb 
g I g 
Oj = b'Pb 
a *„ = b'Ga 
g H 
Therefore, the heritability of I can be written as 
Nordskog (1978) considered the index I, as a unit trait 
or performance index with breeding value, K, where K=Zb^g^, b^ 
and g^ are defined as above. Therefore, 
Var(K)=Cov(K,I)=b'Gb=Vg(I). The heritability of I can be 
written as h^^=V(K)/V(I)=b'Gb/b'Pb. The author further showed 
that when selection is applied on I, the ratio of the response 
in K to the response in the aggregate genotype is also the 
heritability of I (AK/^H=b'Gb/b'Pb=hj^). 
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Lin (1978) later suggested that the selection index can 
be treated as a single trait measurement such that the 
heritability can be estimated by ordinary analysis of 
covariance among relatives. 
When selection is on I, the genetic gain in the aggregate 
genotype is estimated as AH=irjp.a-j or iffj where i is the 
selection intensity, and r^^ is the correlation of H and I. 
The response in the aggregate genotype can also be estimated 
if the genetic gain of each individual trait, AG^, is known. 
Then AH=2a^AG^. The predicted genetic gain of an individual 
trait is AG^=ib'G^/(b'Pb)'^, where G^ is the column of the G 
matrix corresponding to the ith trait. 
When using the index I in a selection program, the 
weights of the individual traits, b^, in I may not be the 
actual weights applied in practice. The selection index 
actually used, as determined in retrospect, is called the 
"index in retrospect" (Dickerson et al. 1954). The difference 
in actual weights applied from the original index may arise 
from several causes. Berger and Harvey (1975) suggested that 
differences arise due to differences in infertility, failure 
to produce offspring in about equal numbers and failure to 
truncate exactly on the index. Allaire and Henderson (1966) 
presented the computation of the retrospective index in matrix 
notation. The weight of the retrospective index, w, can be 
estimated by the equations Pw=s, where P is the phenotypic 
I I 
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variance covariance matrix, and w and s are the column vectors 
of the weight to be solved and selection differentials, 
respectively. The weight w can be solved by using w=P ^s. 
The authors also showed that the w's from the index in 
retrospect are proportional to the b's in the intended index. 
Theoretically, selection may increase or decrease the 
genetic variance, depending upon initial gene frequencies. 
However, selection should decrease the genetic parameters in 
the long run. Furthermore, a negative genetic correlation may 
arise after a period of selection for positively correlated 
traits (Lerner, 1958) or two genetically uncorrelated traits 
(Hogsett and Nordskog, 1958). The induction of negative 
correlations among favorable traits will reduce genetic 
progress. 
Phenotypic and genetic parameters are required for the 
computation of a selection index. Since the true parameters 
are never known, the index has to be derived by use of sample 
estimates. Errors associated with estimation from a small 
data set could affect the reliability of the index. Harris 
(1964), in a simulated study, reported that for a two-trait 
selection index, with heritability of .2 for each trait, a 
sample of more than 1,000 individuals would be necessary to 
obtain an index that has progressed 80% of the maximally 
attainable. 
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The use of relative economic values for the different 
traits involved also poses a problem. Hogsett and Nordskog 
(1958) derived the economic weights by direct economic 
analysis of a production system. However, for some traits, 
like shell color, it is difficult to set a value objectively. 
In the case of the present study, body weight was given a 
positive economic weight of .022 for each gram of body weight 
as the return value of the spent hen. However, body weight 
could also be considered as a cost in increasing body 
maintenance. One way to deal with this problem is to assign a 
zero weight to body weight and treat it as an indicator trait 
which contributes to the total production. The other 
possibility would be to develop a selection index which 
restricts genetic change in body weight to zero. 
The restricted selection index was first derived by 
Kempthorne and Nordskog (1959). Cunningham et (1970) 
worked out a simpler method of application. The idea is to 
keep a particular trait from changing genetically, yet to 
permit optimum genetic gain in other traits in the index. 
Tallis (1962) extended the concept by setting the gain of some 
trait to a certain constant and allowing genetic gain in other 
traits to be maximum. This index was called the optimum 
selection index. The biological validity of the restricted 
index was confirmed by Scheinberg ^  a_l. (1967) with a 
selection experiment on Tribolium castaneum. 
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Economic values may change from time to time or vary from 
one location to another. Thus, it might be necessary to 
reconstruct the index to accommodate the economic changes. 
Yamada et al. (1975) addressed the problem of the difficulties 
in defining relative economic weight and proposed a weight-
free index. This index was constructed based on the intended 
changes of the component traits set by the breeder. The 
economic weights were then ignored. However, defining the 
desired change of the different traits is a difficult problem 
in itself. 
Response to Selection 
In most selection studies, high variability of generation 
means are usually observed. The generation means do not 
progress in a simple regular fashion but fluctuate 
erratically. The best measure of the average response per 
generation (Falconer 1981) is then obtained from the slope of 
a regression line fitted to the generation means. The use of 
realized heritability as a measure of the observed 
effectiveness of selection has also been suggested (Nordskog, 
1981). Realized heritability is defined as the ratio of the 
response to the cumulative selection differential, R/S. 
The effectiveness of selection depends on the 
heritability of the trait. This is illustrated by a study on 
single trait selection in poultry covering 11 generations 
(Nordskog et al., 1974). Several lines of the White Leghorn 
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breed and Fayoumi (Egyptian) breed were used. The results of 
selection for egg production in the two breeds were not in 
good agreement. For the Fayoumi Line J, the estimated 
realized heritability was only .026+.144. For the Leghorn 
Line A, the realized heritability of .070+.03 was 
statistically significant. The authors concluded that 
selection for rate of egg production is usually not highly 
responsive but seemingly very erratic. Thus, certain aids, 
such as family selection, should be helpful. In contrast, 
selection for body weight was found to be highly responsive. 
Realized heritability ranged from .325 to .488. This is to be 
expected because body weight is a highly heritable trait. Egg 
weight was also relatively easy to change by selection but the 
effectiveness varied with the particular population. 
Estimates of realized heritability for egg weight have ranged 
from .25 to .59. 
Dev ^  a_l. (1969) demonstrated the effectiveness of 
selection on 8-week body weight on broilers. The total 
increase after 11 generations in the different strains ranged 
from 259.7 to 529.4 grams. Thus, selection proved to be very 
effective. 
Even though breeders are able to change the population 
mean for highly heritable characters, great variation in 
selection response is usually noted between replicated lines. 
Falconer (1973) presented a study on the variation in the 
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response to selection by replication of selected lines. Two-
way selection for 6-week weight on six replicates of mice was 
examined. The overall mean responses, both up and down, were 
linear and very regular for ten generations, with realized 
heritabilities of .4 upward and .33 downward. When the 
replicates were considered separately, however, their realized 
heritabilities varied greatly ranging from .25 to .46 for the 
upward lines and .16 to .5 for the downward lines. The author 
attributed the variations mainly to random drift. 
Hill (1971, 1972a, 1972b) discussed the causes of 
variable responses- from selection: genetic drift, sampling 
error, genetic x environmental interaction, environmental time 
trends and natural selection. In general, the author 
concluded that variance due to random drift, which accumulates 
with each generation of selection, is the major source of 
variation. He suggested that genetic drift produces not only 
variation between lines in mean performance, but also 
variation in the within-line variance. Bulmer (1976), argued 
that unless very few loci affect a quantitative trait, most of 
the variation in additive variance is caused by linkage 
disequilibrium. 
A breeder is also concerned with correlated responses to 
selection. In the case of the laying hen, breeders usually 
favor large eggs and small body size. Unfortunately, if the 
breeder selects for low body weight, there would be an 
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automatic decline in egg weight simply as a correlated 
response to selection or if a breeder selects for larger egg 
weight, body weight would increase (Nordskog et al., 1974). 
However, if the genetic correlation is not absolute, it is 
still possible to change one trait without changing another 
within a restricted limit. Selection for high body weight 
seems to be detrimental to egg production but, selection for 
small body size improves egg production efficiency (Nordskog 
et al., 1974). 
Siegel (1962) examined the correlated response on eight-
week body weight and breast angle in two broiler lines. One 
line was selected for body weight and the correlated response 
in breast angle was observed. The selection scheme for the 
other line was just the opposite. The response for the two 
lines was quite different. In the first line the correlated 
response of breast angle on the body weight line clsely 
followed the change in body weight. The same was not true for 
the correlated response of body weight on breast angle in the 
second line. The author suggested that the differences might 
be due to differences in the heritability of the two traits. 
To improve' overall productivity, multiple trait selection 
is usually required. Berger and Harvey (1975) studied the 
results of simultaneous selection in mice for gain from 12 to 
21 days and 51-day weight. Selection was applied for 10 
generations on four different lines. The high-high (H-H) line 
I 
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received positive attention for both traits. The high-low (H-
L) line was selected of high preweaning gain and low 51-day 
weight. The low-high (L-H) line was exactly the opposite to 
the H-L line. Negative attention was applied to both traits 
for the low-low (L-L) line. Lines selected for high and low 
preweaning gain showed responses which followed the direction 
of selection for 51-day weight rather than the selection for 
gain. Lines selected for high 51-day weight decreased in 
gain. This was explained in terms of antagonistic (H-L or L-
H) selection. The latter may lead to a lesser total response 
in the aggregate genotype than expected. When the ratio of 
observed response to the expected was examined, they noted 
that in most cases the actual response was greater than that 
estimated from the realized genetic parameters. The response 
for preweaning gain fluctuated more than response for 51-day 
weight. 
Earlier, Nordskog et al_. (1974) presented the results of 
an experiment on two-trait selection. Antagonistic selection 
was purposely applied to two lines. One line was selected for 
high body weight and low egg weight (Line F); the other was 
selected for low body weight and high egg weight (Line G). 
Progress in Line F was only moderately successful. The 
response more closely followed the direction for which body 
weight was selected than that for egg weight. The authors 
suggested that they might not have chosen, initially, the best 
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possible selection index. For line G, selected for high egg 
weight and small body size, the response was very erratic. 
The authors suggested that this kind of selection was not only 
antagonistic, because it is contrary to the sign of the 
genetic correlation, but also incompatible in the sense that 
very small chickens are physically prevented from laying very 
large eggs. On the whole, progress from antagonistic 
selection was not too successful. A breeding plan to select 
for increased egg mass while at the same time reducing feed 
consumption might provoke the same kind of antagonistic 
selection as described here. 
Eisen (1977) used a restricted selection index with mice. 
His index was designed to maximize postweaning gain with zero 
genetic change in feed intake. His index was relatively 
successful for four generations. Subsequently, however, feed 
intake tended to change in the same direction as postweaning 
gain. The author suggested that the failure of a complete 
restriction on change in feed intake may have been caused by a 
biological incompatibility between the goals of the restricted 
selection index and the genetic correlation between the traits 
in the index. 
In a comparison of single trait selection versus index 
selection in Tribolium castaneum. Berger (1977) used pupa 
weight as a measure of growth and family size as a measure of 
reproduction. Selection was applied to three lines of which 
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two were selected for the two single traits, pupa weight and 
family size; the third was subjected to selection on an index 
constructed to allow an equal contribution by both traits to 
the response in the aggregate genotype. Selection for family 
size in the family size line and the index line was 
accomplished by mating all females from the previous 
generation and retaining families from the highest ranking 
parents on the designated criterion. The results showed that 
the direct response in the pupa-weight line was the highest, 
(135+3 ug per generation), followed by an intermediate 
response of the index line (35+2 ug per generation). The 
indirect response in pupa weight in the family-size line was 
9+2 ug per generation. 
Berger also examined the responses in family size 
expressed as deviations from the control population. The 
correlated response in family size, in the pupa weight line, 
resulted in a reduction of 1.11+.09 individuals per 
generation. This line became extinct by generation 16 because 
of infertility. It seems that if selection is applied to only 
one trait, as body weight, without the consideration to other 
important traits, failure may occur in the whole production 
system. The response in family size increased by .34+.12 and 
.27+.11 individuals per generation in the family-size and 
index lines, respectively. Thus, a selection index was able 
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to improve two traits simultaneously without losing ground on 
one or the other traits. 
Response to selection is limited. Theoretically, 
selection should produce gains as long as useable genetic 
variation is available. However, limits to selection are 
neither precise nor consistent. The response becomes 
progressively slower as the limit is approached. Roberts 
(1966a) examined the limits to artificial selection for body 
weight in mice. The total response achieved was between two 
to six times the phenotypic standard deviation, or three to 
twelve times the additive genetic standard deviation. The 
time taken to reach the limit varied from ten to thirty 
generations. Exhaustion of the additive genetic variance may 
explain the limits attained. However, in a later study, 
Roberts (1966b) reported that a large-bodied line increased 
sharply in weight after remaining at an apparent limit for 
twenty generations. In addition, relaxed selection on the 
large line failed to yield a response. Evidently, the 
additive genetic variance had been exhausted. On the other 
hand, a second smaller line, slowly regressed towards the base 
population when selection was relaxed. 
Enfield (19 77) showed that pupa weight in Tribolium 
continued responding to upward selection for at least 75 
generations. Dudley (1977) reported that the percentage of 
I 
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both oil and protein in maize gave no sign of approaching a 
limit after 76 generations of upward selection. 
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METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Flock History 
The flock history of the experimental populations of 
Leghorns, Q and R used in this study, has been presented in 
some detail by Wing (1981) and by Singh (1982). This will, 
therefore, be touched on only briefly here. 
Population Q, derived from three Leghorn lines A, D, and 
G, has undergone long-term selection for various production 
traits as described by Nordskog et al. (1974). Foundation 
matings consisted of DxA and GxA. The R population was formed 
by crossing two lines of Leghorns, SI and S2, obtained from 
Hy-Line, Des Moines, Iowa. Each line segregated for different 
B blood group alleles. 
In 1977, four new lines were formed: Lines A and B from 
the Q population, and lines C and D from R. Lines A and C 
were selected for a high ratio of egg mass to body weight at 
32 weeks of age and lines B and D were selected for a high 
ratio of egg mass to feed consumption at the same age. In 
1978, three sublines, from each of these four lines, were 
formed. 
Two selection indexes were constructed to evaluate the 
contribution individual feed consumption records to index 
selection for the improvement of feed efficiency. These 
indexes were. 
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= .42BW32 + 2EM1 -FCl 
I2 = .42BW32 + EMI 
where BW32 is body weight at 32 weeks of age in grains, EMI is 
grams of egg mass produced and FCl is grams of feed consumed 
from 30 to 34 weeks of age. 
Selection for high values of index was applied to 
sublines A1, A2 from line A, and to sublines CI, C2, from line 
C. Sublines A3 and C3 serving as controls for I^, were 
selected with a "zero selection differential" on the index. 
Sublines Bl and B2, from line B, and D1 and D2 from line D, 
were selected on high values of . Likewise, B3 and D3 
served as controls for I2 using zero selection differentials. 
For each subline, 8 sires were mated to 6 dams each. Full-sib 
and half-sib matings were avoided to minimize inbreeding. 
Parents were selected on sire family means. Each subline 
consisted of approximately 120 pullets and 48 cocks. Using 
the selection scheme described above, 48 pullets and 8 sires 
selected each generation represented approximately 40% of the 
females and 17% of the males available per generation. 
Because the initial selection indexes first used were 
found to over-emphasize body weight the index coefficients 
were revised in 1980. In particular, the weighting 
coefficients used in the first selection generation were 
derived incorrectly. The revised indexes with a lower 
coefficient for BW32 were. 
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= .0297BW32 + 2.7698EM1 - . 9 5 9 6 F C 1  
I2 = .0778BW32 + 2.1231EM1 
In general, the selection strategies used can be 
summarized as follows: 
Population Line Subline Selection Criteria 
Q A Al, 
A3 
A2 II 
Control 
B Bl, 
B3 
B2 I2 
Control 
R C CI, 
C3 
C2 II 
Control 
-
D Dl, 
D3 
D2 I2 
Control 
Selection Index Construction 
Records on individual feed consumption are usually not 
kept by a breeder. The general assumption is that if 
selection is for egg mass and body weight, feed efficiency 
will improve as a correlated response. For the present study, 
the two selection indexes constructed to evaluate the validity 
of the above assumption were, 
I^ = b^BW + bgEM - b^FC 
I^ = b^ 'BW +h^ 'EM 
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where b^, , and are the weighting coefficients of for 
body weight (BW), egg mass (EM) and feed consumption (FC), 
respectively; b^' and h^' are likewise weighting coefficients 
of . The two indexes were designed to improve the following 
aggregate genotypes, 
Hi = a^Gi + SgGg + a^G^ 
where G^, G2 and G^ are the breeding values of BW, EM, and FC, 
respectively. The corresponding relative values represented 
by a^ , and a^ were estimated by Wing and Nordskog (1982b) 
as .022, 23.0, and 4.32, respectively. These were used to 
construct the revised index for 1980 and onward. Assuming 
that the revenue for spent hens is 22(j:/kg, then 1 g of BW is 
worth .022^. Also, if a 60 g egg is worth Scj:, then over a 
280-day egg production cycle, an increase in EM of 1 g per day 
is worth 1/60 x 5 x 280 = 23^% An increase in FC of 1 g per 
day of laying mash valued at 15.4^/kg over a 280-day egg 
production cycle would cost 4.32^. 
The weighting coefficients (b^'s) were derived from the 
normal equations that maximize the correlation between the 
index and the aggregate genotype as described earlier. The 
normal equations in matrix form are: 
Pb — Ga 
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where P is the phenotypic variance-covariance matrix and G is 
the genetic variance-covariance matrix; b is the vector of the 
weighting coefficients and a is the vector of the relative 
economic weights. In this study, the phenotypic and genetic 
variance-covariance estimates were taken from the literature. 
The normal equations for and are: 
BW EM FC BW EM FC 
BW 40,000 126 1,500 
^1 "24,000 124 760 .022 
EM 126 40 49 
^2 
= 124 4 6.3 23 
FC 1,500 49 240 U)
 
1 
760 6.3 49 -4.32 
and 
BW EM BW EM 
BW 40,000 126 
•''i' 
= 24,000 124 .022 
EM 126 40 
."2. 124 4 23 
The heritability estimates for BW, EM, and FC from this 
set of parameters are .6, .1, and .2, respectively. The 
genetic correlations, ^BW,FC' ^EM,FC "ere 
estimated as .4, .7, and .45, respectively. The two indexes 
derived were, 
= .0297BW + 2.7698EM - .9596FC 
= .0778BW + 2.1231EM 
To keep the generation interval on a yearly basis, the 
measurements of body weight, egg mass, and feed consumption at 
32 weeks were used in the index. 
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Management of The Flock 
Two separate settings of hatching eggs, each collected 
over a two-week period were stored at 65°F (19°C) and 60 to 
65% relative humidity. Settings were made four weeks apart in 
a Jamesway 252 incubator. On the 18th day, eggs were tested 
for fertility and transferred to the hatcher compartment. 
At hatching, all chicks were pedigree wing-banded, sexed 
and vaccinated against Marek's disease. All female chicks and 
one male from each full-sib family were transferred to the 
brooding house. Infrared lamp brooders were supplied at the 
brooding pens for the first 10 days. Wood sawdust served as 
litter on dirt-floor pens. At eight weeks, chicks were 
debeaked and vaccinated for fowl pox. Vaccine for Newcastle 
and Bronchitis was administered in the drinking water at four 
days, four weeks, and four months. Birds were dewormed at 
four, ten and sixteen weeks using Piperazine in drinking 
water. Chicks were placed on a light program of 8 hours per 
day until 20 weeks of age. At 20 weeks, pullets were housed 
randomly in individual cages in the laying house. A layer 
ration and water were provided ad libitum throughout the 
laying period. Twelve hours of light were provided from 20 
weeks until peak egg production was reached. An additional 
hour of light was added each month until 16 hours of light per 
day was attained. Northern fowl mites were controlled by 
dusting the birds with Sevin or Malathion at the time of 
housing and as required during the laying cycle. 
Record Collection 
Body weight of individual birds was recorded at 20 weeks 
of age. Part-time trap-nesting was practiced over four days 
per week (Monday through Thursday). Age in days at first egg 
was recorded. Performance data, on each bird were evaluated in 
two four-week testing periods during the laying cycle. The 
first was at about 30 to 34 weeks of age (Period 1 or PI) and 
the second at about 50 to 54 weeks of age (Period 2 or P2). 
During the test periods, several traits were measured. Body 
weight was measured at the mid-point of each test period (at 
32 and 52 week). Individual eggs laid during the third week 
of each testing period were weighed and recorded. Daily egg 
mass output was calculated as the product of rate of lay 
during the test period and the average egg weight. Feed 
consumption per day was calculated as the average of feed 
consumed over the four-week testing period. Feed efficiency 
was expressed as the ratio of egg mass to feed consumed, so 
that a high ratio represents greater efficiency. 
During the test period, birds were fed in individual bird 
hoppers constructed from two cardboard half-gallon milk 
cartons (Arboleda et al. 1976a). Feeders were placed next to 
each other in the metal trough, such that birds could not 
reach neighboring feeders. Feed not consumed, including feed 
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spilled into the metal trough, was weighed back to estimate 
actual feed consumption. A summary of the important traits 
evaluated in this study is contained in Table 1. 
Selections were based on early production records rather 
than on full-year production records so that the generation 
interval could be kept on a yearly basis. For this study, the 
selection criteria were based on traits measured in the first 
test period. However, the average of the traits measured in 
the first and the second test periods were used to estimate 
the total, or overall, production. These were used to 
evaluate the effectiveness of selection on early records. In 
addition, income over feed cost was estimated from the 
economic values earlier described along with the estimates of 
the total production (Table 2). 
Response to Selection 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the different selection 
methods, estimates of selection response of the different 
traits are required. However, accurate measures of selection 
response are difficult to obtain because of sampling errors 
and biases affecting year-generation means." The main causes 
of variation are associated with different environments 
peculiar to each generation, limited but variable population 
numbers, random drift, and differences in the selection 
differentials. In an attempt to evaluate these sources of 
variation, lines were replicated. To minimize differences in 
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Table 1. Traits for the two test periods 
Trait Unit Description 
BW32 g Body weight at 32 weeks of age 
EMI g/day Egg mass at test period 1 (Average egg weight at 
PI X rate of production at pi). 
FCl g/day Feed consumption per day at Pi 
FEl g/g Feed efficiency at PI, EMl/FCl 
BW52 g Body weight at 52 weeks of age 
EM2 g/day Egg mass at P2, definition similar to EMI 
FC2 g/day Feed consumption per day at P2 
FE2 g/g Feed efficiency at P2, EM2/FC2 
AFE day Age at first egg 
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Table 2. Traits of overall performance 
Trait Unit Description 
EGGMASS g/day Average egg weight of PI and P2 multiplied 
by the total rate of egg production. 
FEED g/day Average feed consumption per day of PI and P2 
FE g/g Overall feed efficiency, EGGMASS/FEED 
lOFC Income over feed cost 
GINCOME 4: Income without consideration of feed cost 
Income over feed cost and GINCOME are defined as follows: 
lOFC = .022 X BW52 + 23 x EGGMASS - 4.32 x FEED 
GINCOME = .0 22 x BW5 2 + 23 x EGGMASS 
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selection differentials, efforts were made to equalize the 
number of birds selected from each subline. To minimize year-
environmental effects, control lines were maintained for each 
selection line. We assume that random drift is small and that 
sampling errors can be assessed. The mean performance for any 
trait (S^) in the selected line in the ith generation is 
represented as the joint effect of selection and environment: 
S . = R . + E . 
I l l  
where is the cumulative genetic response to selection and 
is the cumulative environmental effect over i generations. 
The symbols used here follow those of the 1982 Singh study. 
Because a zero selection differential was applied to the 
control lines, we assume that each trait is genetically stable 
although it may fluctuate from generation to generation. 
Accordingly, the generation-mean differences in the control 
lines should reflect essentially only environmental effects. 
The mean of any trait (C\) of the control line in the ith 
generation is assumed to be the cumulative effect of 
environmental changes, 
C. = E. 
1 1 
The effect of selection, or cumulative response in a 
particular trait, is estimated as the difference between the 
selected and the control line, 
R. = S . - E . 
I l l  
4 o 
To estimate the average response per generation (AR^), we 
use the slope of a regression line obtained by fitting the 
cumulative response on generation number (Falconer, 1981), 
R . = a  +  b X . + e .  1 O 11
where a^ is the intercept, b is the slope that estimates the 
average response per generation (AR^); is the generation 
number, and e^ is the random error component. 
Birds were selected by family means on different indexes. 
If the phenotypic and genetic variances and covariances are 
known,, the response for the different traits can be estimated 
theoretically for mass selection as described by Cunningham 
(1969). When family selection is practiced, the prediction 
equations, required for both males and females, can be written 
as follows (Falconer 1981), 
R^. = i D ^ ^ ^ 
fi 
^ b'Gb [n{l+(n-l)rh^)] 
R .= i D il£i 
mi - ^ . 5 
b'Gb [n ( 14-( n-1 ) rh )] 
where R^^ and R^^ are responses for males and females, 
respectively; D is the selection differential in standardized 
units and is the column of the G matrix corresponding to 
the ith trait; n is the number of individuals in the sire 
family and r is the correlation between family members. If a 
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sire family consists of full- and half-sibs, r will lie 
between .25 and .5. More particularly, r can be estimated as 
follows (Singh 1982), 
r = .25 1 + (k-1) (n-1) 
where k and n are the average number of offspring per dam and 
per sire, respectively. 
Index in Retrospect 
The weighting coefficients for the various traits in the 
selection indexes may not be the actual weights applied. The 
index in retrospect, as discussed by Allaire and Henderson 
(1956), allows one to examine the actual weightings applied to 
the different traits. This index is computed by solving the 
simultaneous equations. 
BW EM FC 
BW 
EM 
FC 
^1 
P, 
P. 
P-
P, 
P-
w -
W 2  
II 
°2 
W3 
where are the phenotypic variance and covariance; the 
are the realized weights applied to the traits in the index, 
and the are the realized selection differentials. After 
the equations are solved, the weights can be expressed 
relative to the highest absolute value. The most influential 
trait in the retrospective index would have a weight of plus 
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or minus unity, and the weights of all other traits would be 
expressed relative to the highest weighting trait. 
Heritability Estimates 
Selection is less likely to influence heritability as 
estimated by the regression of offspring on parents (Hogsett 
and Nordskog, 1958; Falconer, 1981). The general model for 
the regression of offspring on one parent presented by 
Kempthorne and Tandon (1953) is, 
Y . . = u  + B ( X .  - u ) + e . .  
ID y 1 1] 
where is the phenotypic value of the jth progeny of parent 
i, is the phenotypic value of parent i, u is the average 
phenotypic value of the offspring population, u refers to the 
average phenotypic value of the parent population, e^^ is the 
deviation peculiar to the ith progeny of parent i, and B is 
the regression coefficient of Y on X. The latter can be 
estimated as (Berger, 19 70), 
b = ^i^j^ij^i" ^ i^i*ij^i"i*i ^"i"i 
SiiiiXi^ - (z.n.X.)Vz.n. 
where n^ is the number of offspring from the ith parent, and b 
is the esimate of B. 
In a multiple trait situation, genetic correlations can 
also be estimated by the parent-offspring relationship. To 
estimate the genetic correlation between two characters, the 
'cross-covariance ' between the parent and offspring can be 
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computed (Falconer 1981). Let and P2 be the values of the 
two traits of the parent and 0^ and O2 be the traits of the 
offspring. The genetic correlation of the two traits can be 
estimated as. 
'91,92 
COVXP^fO ) "COVfPg ,0, ) 
C0V(P^,0^)"COVfP.fOg 
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RESULTS 
Means 
The means of the selected lines, pooled over the 
replicated sublines along with their controls are presented in 
Tables 3 through 9. The changes of the means over generations 
for the selected lines reflects the combined effects of 
selection and environmental changes over generations. Because 
the means of selected lines were pooled over the four 
replicated lines, the effects of random drift should be small. 
The change in the control lines, having been selected with 
"zero selection differentials", should reflect the 
environmental changes over generations. 
Genetic Response 
The effects of selection, as indicated by the genetic 
response for a trait in a given generation is estimated by the 
difference between the selected lines and their contemporary 
controls. This is also an expression of the cumulative 
genetic response over the prior generations of selection. 
These are plotted for the various traits of interest and the 
two selection indexes by generations in Figures 1 through 14. 
The first eight figures show the response to selection on body 
weight, egg mass, feed consumption, and feed efficiency for 
the two test periods, respectively. Figure 9 presents the 
response on age at first egg. Overall performance for egg 
mass, feed consumption and feed efficiency is presented in 
Table 3. Means of body weight (grams) in two test periods for the selected and 
control lines (pooled over replicates) 
Generations 
Selection 
Trait criteria 0 
1578.8+8.4 1684.9+9.4 
1451.4+10.6 1534.6+10.7 
BW32 
Control 
^2 
Control 
BW52 
Control 
1553.9+9.1 
1485.7+9.2 
1718.7+11.6 
1566.0+12.3 
1671.7+9.2 
1536.0+11.1 
1804.4+10.6 
1636.6+12.5 
1599.5+8.5 
1465.6+10.4 
1621.2+9.5 
1457.4+10.2 
1777.6+10.4 
1608.3+13.6 
1801.8 + 11 .7 
1584.8+12.4 
3 
1657.6+9.6 
1517.1+13.8 
1740.2 + 10 . 2 
1514.9+9.5 
1821.0+12.9 
1663.9+16.1 
1914.2+13.7 
1 6 1 6  . 8 + 1 2  . 6  
4 
1670.3+8.6 
1463.3+11.4 
1769.8+10.1 
1537.9+9.9 
1863.9+11.9 
1604.2+16.8 
1959.3+13.4 
1662.9+12.0 
5 
1550.8+8.0 
1418.0+10.8 
1632.7+8.6 
1420.4+8.0 
1680.2+9.5 
1533.9+11.2 
1783.6+10.6 
1545.3+9.5 
I„ 1690.8+10.4 1807.9+9.7 
2 - -
Control 1602.2+10.6 1607.3+10.4 
Table 4. Means of egg mass (gram/day) in two test periods for the selected and 
control lines (pooled over replicates) 
Generations 
Selection 
Trait criteria 0 1 
EMI 40.9+.3 44.9+.4 49.9+.6 44.4+.3 43.5+.3 . 42.9+.3 
Control 40.4+.5 44.3+.5 47.9+.8 41.5+.5 42.3+.5 40.7+.5 
I2 42.3+.3 45.8+.3 50.0+.7 45.1+.4 46.4+.4 44.3+.3 
Control 42.2+.5 45.8+.4 48.1+.9 42.9+.5 43.4+.4 41.9+.4 
EM2 41.7+.4 40.7+.4 39.8+.4 41.2+.5 38.1+.4 4B.1+.4 
Control 40.2+.7 40.9+.6 37.3+.6 36.3+.7 33.4+.6 45.2+.7 
I2 42.5+.5 40.0+.4 39.4+.5 41.7+.5 39.7+.4 49.5+.5 
Control 43.4+.6 42.2+.6 40.3+.6 39.1+.6 38.4+.5 46.3+.6 
Table 5. Means of feed consumption (gram/day) in two test periods for the selected 
and control lines (pooled over replicates) 
Generations 
Selection 
Trait criteria 0 12 3 4 5 
FCl 91 . 3+.7 98.9+.7 90.8+.7 97 .6+.7 99.2+.5 105.4 + .8 
Control 87.4+.9 96.3+.8 86.9+.9 96.2+.9 95.6+.8 102.7+1.3 
92.2+.8 100.5+.7 94.1+.8 106.2+.7 106.2+.6 115.2+.8 
Control 91.1+.9 96.9+.8 87.0+1.1 94.9+1.1 97.3+.8 104.7+1.1 
FC2 I, 93.0+.7 99.6+.8 97.7+.7 100.3+.8 101.2+.7 104.3+.8 
U1 
Control 90.5+.9 97.8+.9 92.9+.9 96.3+1.0 92.5+1.2 • 100.8+1.2 ^ 
94.6+.7 101.6+.7 100.2+.8 107.1+.7 106.2+.8 112.3+.9 
Control 94.4+.7 99.4 + 1.0 94 .5+1.1 99.1+.9 100.7+.9 101 .9+.9 
Table 6. Means of feed efficiency {gram of EM/gram of PC) in two test periods for 
the selected and control lines (pooled over replicates) 
Generations 
Selection 
Trait criteria 0 4 
FEl 
Control 
, 437+.003 
.452+.005 
445+.004 
457+.005 
539+.007 
538+. 009 
445+.004 
426+.005 
436+.004 
441+.005 
410+.G03 
397+.006 
Control 
,445+.003 
453+.004 
447+.003 
467+.004 
519+.007 
534+.010 
420+.003 
434+.005 
437+.004 
436+.004 
386+.003 
399+.004 
FE2 1 
Control 
,439+.004 
438+.007 
389+.004 
406+.005 
396+.004 
395+.006 
403+.005 
372+.006 
369+.004 
357+.006 
454+.005 
441+.008 
Control 
.439+.004 
. 456+.005 
381+.004 
408+.005 
383+.004 
412+.005 
385+.004 
393+.005 
370+.004 
374+.004 
433+.004 
452+.007 
Table 7. Means of age at first egg (days) and overall egg mass (gram/day) for the 
selected and control lines (pooled over replicates) 
Generations 
Selection 
Trait criteria 0 
APE 180.3+.9 178.7+.7 184.3+.7 181.2+1.2 178.6+.7 177,6+,8 
Control 174.3+1.2 170.4+.9 175,9+1.1 167.4+.9 166.6+.9 173.5+.9 
176, 1+.9 175.8+.7 184.1+.8 177.0+.8 173.8+.5 173. 9+.7 
Control 178.5+1.3 175,4+.9 183,9+1.2 178.3+1.3 173,9+,9 172.1+,9 
EGGMASS 40,7+,3 42.7+.3 41.16+.3 42.6+.3 41.6+,3 41.7+.2 
Control 40, 4+.4 43 , 1+. 3 39 , 9+, 4 39.7+, 5 37.8+.4 39. 4+.4 
41,6+,3 43.1+.3 41.3+.3 43.9+.3 43.0+.3 42,9+,3 
Control 42. 1+,4 43.7+,4 40,9+,4 41.7+.4 41.4+.3 40,8+,3 
Table 8. Means of overall feed consumption (g/day) and feed efficiency (g EM/g PC) 
for the selected and control lines (pooled over replicates) 
Generations 
Selection 
Trait criteria 0 
FEED 93.0+.5 99.6+.6 94.7+.6 99.1+.6 100.3+.5 105.0+.7 
Control 89.6+.8 97.2+.7 89.9+.8 96.8+.9 94.2+.9 102.1+1.0 
94.1+.5 100.9+.6 97.5+.7 106.8+.6 106.4+.6 113.9+.7 
Control 93.5+.6 98.3+.8 91.1+.8 97.4+.8 99.1+.7 103.6+.8 
FE .428+.003 .416+.003 .425+.003 .423+.003 .409+.003 .393+.003 
Control .444+.004 .436+.003 .433+.004 .406+.004 .401+.004 .379+.005 
.434+.003 .415+.003 . 413+.003 .409+.003 . 403+,003 . 372+.003 
Control .446+.004 .433+.003 .436+.004 .420+.004 .410+.003 .391+.003 
Table 9. Means of income over feed cost (cents) and gross income (cents) for the 
selected and control lines (pooled over replicates) 
Generations 
Selection 
Trait criteria 0 
lOFC 562.6+5.9 557.5+5.9 565.8+5.9 582.8+6.0 556.5+5.8 534.4+5.2 
Control 569.9+8.3 599.5+6.9 553.4+8.9 525.7+8.7 494.9+7.5 486.1+9.3 
579.2+5.6 580.0+5.6 556.4+6.4 586.3+6.3 567.7+5.4 523.4+5.9 
Control 594.1+7.4 603.2+6.9 570.3+8.1 565.7+8.7 550.1+6.3 517.6+6.7 
GINCOME 973.8+6.6 1023.3+6.8 985.7+6.6 1020.3+6.8 997.6+6.4 997.2+5.7 
Control 962.7+9.7 1028.0+8.1 952.9+10.1 950.0+10.6 905.2+8.6 940.2+9.4 
994.9+6.4 1030.7+6.2 990.8+7.4 1053.7+7.0 1032.0+5.9 1025.3+6.4 
Control 1002.4+8.3 1040.4+8.1 977.4+9.5 995.8+9.8 987.7+7.5 971.4+7.3 
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Figures 10 through 12. Estimated income over feed cost (lOFC) 
and gross income (GINCOME) are presented in Figures 13 and 14. 
Body weight (Fig. 1 and 2) 
Body weight included in both of the selection indexes is 
strongly correlated with the costs of body maintenance. At 
generation zero, the lines had much higher body weight than 
their controls in contrast to the lines for both test 
periods. For , the differences were 59.34 and 64.12 grams 
for PI and P2, respectively. However, body weight for the I2 
lines (without feed consumption) strongly increased over 
generations but for the I^ lines remained rather stable with 
the exception of the fourth generation. The lower gain in 
body weight in is thought due to the inclusion of feed 
consumption in the index. 
Egg mass (Fig. 3 and 4) 
Egg mass, determined as the product of egg weight and 
rate of egg production, is also included in both indexes. The 
initial difference over the control, was higher for than 
for ; the difference is .45 and 2.5 grams for PI and P2, 
respectively. A steady increase is noted for both indexes at 
both test periods. However, at generation 4 of PI, the 
response became refractive for I^. The patterns of increase 
for both and are rather similar. For test period 2 
(Fig. 4), the lines had a consistently higher response than 
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Figure 1. Comparison of the two selection indexes on genetic 
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Figure 4. Comparison of the two selection indexes on genetic 
change in egg mass in period 2 
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the although the overall patterns of increase remained 
quite similar. The higher response for at this period is 
likely due to the initial difference at generation zero. 
Feed consumption (Fig. 5 and 6) 
Feed consumption is the major focus in this study because 
it is an intrinsic component of feed efficiency. Feed 
consumption is included as a component trait in index . 
Note that its weighting coefficient is negative in the 
selection index. Information on feed consumption is omitted 
in . We note a marked difference in genetic response to FC 
between and at test period 1. Index I^ r with no 
information on feed consumption, displayed an extremely high 
increase in feed consumption (Fig. 5) but FC remained rather 
constant for I^. This demonstrates that the inclusion of 
information on feed consumption in a selection index 
effectively controls its genetic increase. However, an 
examination of the results in the second period (Fig. 6), 
shows a different picture. Feed consumption increased in a 
similar pattern for both indexes initially, and the response 
became erratic in the last two generations. The reason for 
the different patterns shown in Pi and P2 is not clear and can 
only be speculated upon. Because selection on both indexes 
are restricted to those traits measured only in PI, this may 
be the key to this unexpected result. Thus, it is possible 
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that feed consumption in the second period is controlled by a 
different set of genes than that of the first period. 
Feed efficiency (Fig. 7 and 8) 
We assume that including feed consumption in a selection 
index is to improve feed efficiency. As earlier defined, feed 
efficiency is estimated as the ratio of egg mass output to 
feed consumption per day. A high value reflects a desirable 
improvement. As shown in Fig. 7, feed efficiency seemed to 
improve with selection on but with some wide fluctuations 
over generations. The drop in generation 4 corresponded to 
marked changes in body weight and egg mass in the same period. 
On the other hand, feed efficiency for changed very little 
over generations. Fig. 8 shows that the lines were 
consistently better in feed efficiency than the lines. 
This is evidence for genetic improvement over the 5 
generations of selection on although was higher than 
at the starting point in the initial generation. 
Age at first egg (Fig. 9) 
From an economic standpoint, age at first egg is 
important because it reduces the cost of growing pullets. The 
slower the AFE, the higher the pullet costs. Thus, an 
increase in days to the AFE would be undesirable. Fig. 9 
shows that the lines were higher in AFE over the controls 
compared to the lines. However, the lines were also 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the two selection indexes on genetic 
change in feed efficiency in period 1 
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much higher than initially, as shown by the slope 
intercepts. Otherwise, the assumed changes over generations 
differed little. 
Overall performance (Fig. 10, 11, and 12) 
Overall egg mass production (Fig. 10) was estimated as 
the product of the average egg weight of the two test periods 
and the rate of egg production over the whole production 
cycle. Selection response was slightly higher in compared 
to . The pattern of genetic change over generation, 
however, did not seem to differ much. 
Overall feed consumption per day (Fig. 11) was .estimated 
by averaging FC over the two test periods. Feed consumption 
increased greatly in I2 over generations; the lines showed 
no trend except for wide fluctuations. 
When overall feed efficiency is compared (Fig. 12), the 
lines were clearly superior to the lines. 
Income over feed cost and gross income (Fig. 13 and 14) 
Selection index was designed to improve the aggregate 
genotype defined as H^=.022BW + 23EM - 4.32FC. This is 
referred to as income over feed cost (lOFC). Index was 
designed to improve the aggregate genotype defined as 
H2=.022BW + 23EM which is referred to as gross income 
(GINCOME). is based on the assumption that the production 
and maintenance traits jointly improve income over feed cost 
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Figure 10. Comparison of the two selection indexes on genetic 
change in overall egg mass production 
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change in overall feed consumption 
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change in overall feed efficiency 
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Figure 14. Comparison of the two selection indexes on generic 
change in gross income 
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as a consequence of the correlated response. The lines 
were superior to the lines in improved lOFC over 
generations (Fig. 13). This is to be expected because the 
lines were directly selected for lOFC. However, when GINCOME 
is compared (Fig. 14), the responses for both and I2 were 
similar, with being slightly better, even though it was not 
directly selected for this trait. 
Average Response Per Generation 
In most selection studies, the cumulative selection 
response over generations is often rather erratic. The best 
way to estimate the average response per generation (Falconer, 
1981) is to obtain the slope of a regression line fitting the 
cumulative response to generation number. 
The estimated average response per generation for each 
trait and for each line replicate is presented in Tables 10 
through 13. The genetic change per generation varied greatly 
for the sublines. The mean difference, however, between the 
two selection indexes should indicate the effectiveness of 
selection. 
Body weight and egg mass (Table 10) 
The average genetic gain per generation for body weight 
in both periods was much higher in compared to . The 
difference was approximately seven fold. Yet, because of the 
77 
Table 10. Comparison of genetic change per generation 
of body weight and egg mass 
LINE INDEX II LINE INDEX l2 
REPl REP2 REPl REP2 
BW32 A -12 .5009 2 .9043 B 27 .0258 21 . 5388 
C 36 .2027 -8 .6074 D 59 .7506 18 .7146 
MEAN 4 . 4997 31. , 7575 
REPl REP2 REPl REP 2 
BW52 A -12, .9250 ,8186 B 30 .5890 21 . 5388 
C 48 , .3421 -13 . , 3946 D 65 .9134 14 .6557 
MEAN 5 . 3010 33. 1742 
REPl REP2 REPl REP2 
EMI A ,1360 9378 B .5945 . 9673 
C . . ,0722 0749 D .6359 . 0897 
MEAN .3052 5719 
REPl REP2 REPl REP2 
EM2 A 7271 1. 1097 B 5644 .5108 
C . 6640 • 7783 D • 7985 , 5492 
MEAN .8198 .6057 
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wide fluctuation within each selection category, the 
difference was not significant, statistically. 
Differences in gain for egg mass between the two indexes 
were small. In period 1, the lines were slightly higher in 
gain but in period 2, the lines had higher gain. The 
difference was not significant. 
Feed consumption and feed efficiency (Table 11) 
Average genetic gains in feed consumption were much lower 
in the lines compared to / as already shown on the graphs 
(P<.01). The average gain per generation in period 1 was 
negative for the lines. For the I2 lines, feed consumption 
was 2.24 grams per day greater than the lines. In period 
2, gain in feed consumption was still higher for the I^ lines 
but the difference was not significant. 
The gain in feed efficiency for the I^ lines was superior 
to I^r and more so for period 2 than period 1. In period 1, 
even though efficiency per generation was seven-fold higher 
for the I^ lines, the difference was not significant, 
statistically. In period 2, however, feed efficiency was 
approximately thirty-eight times higher for the I^ lines and 
highly significant {P<.01). 
Table 11. Comparison of genetic change per generation 
of feed consumption and feed efficiency 
LINE INDEX I^ LINE INDEX 
REPl REP2 REPl REP2 
FCl A -.6284 .7971 B 1.6105 1.2535 
C -.1126 -1.1209 D 3.4510 1.5754 
MEAN -.2662 ** 1.9726 
REPl REP2 REPl REP2 
FC2 A .3036 2.1513 B 2.1043 1,5157 
C .4667 -.6096 D 2.6690 .9760 
MEAN .5780 1.8162 
REPl REP2 REPl REP2 
FEl A .00603 .00770 B .00037 .00598 
C .00085 .00551 D -.00317 -.00033 
MEAN .00502 .00071 
REPl REP2 REPl REP2 
FE2 A .00838 .00573 B -.00003 .00124 
C .00587 .00967 D -.00233 .00190 
MEAN .007 41 ** .00020 
**P<.01 Comparing the two indexes. 
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Age at first egg and overall performance (Table 12) 
From Figure 9, age at first egg appeared to be much 
higher for the lines. However, the difference in genetic 
gain per generation for AFE was rather small and not 
significant.' In both lines egg production was delayed by a 
fraction of a day each generation. 
Gain in overall egg mass production was slightly superior 
for the lines, but not significant. The gain in average 
feed consumption per generation was approximately twenty-four 
times higher for the I2 lines over (P<.05). Consequently, 
improvement in feed efficiency over generation was 
approximately fifty-six times higher for the lines (P<.01). 
Income over feed cost and gross income (Table 13) 
Gain in income over feed cost was about five cents higher 
per generation for the I^ lines but not significant. This was 
expected because I^ was directly selected for lOFC but gain in 
gross income per generation was not greater for I^ even though 
it was directly selected for gross income. 
Index In Retrospect 
When selection based on an index is applied to a 
population, the weighting coefficient for the different traits 
in the index may not be the same as the actual weights applied 
in selection. Computing the index in retrospect for each 
generation allows one to compare the actual weights given to 
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Table 12. Comparison of genetic change per generation 
of AFE, EGGMASS, FEED, and FE 
AFE 
LINE 
A 
C 
MEAN 
INDEX I. 
REPl 
.5907 
.2176 
REP2 
. 7805 
1.4920 
.4749 
LINE INDEX I, 
REPl REP2 
B -.8876 -.1308 
D 1.2290 1.0214 
. 3080 
REPl REP 2 REPl REP2 
EGGMASS A 
C 
MEAN 
. 4580 
.5132 
1.0735 
. 7210 
.6914 
B 
D 
. 6427 
. 8873 
. 7466 
.  1 8 0 2  
6 1 4 2  
REPl REP2 REPl REP2 
FEED A -.2325 1.4162 B 2.0392 1.3689 
C .0647 -.9348 D 3.0244 1.1626 
MEAN .07840 * 1.8988 
REPl REP2 REPl REP2 
FE A .00781 .00721 B .00046 .00292 
C .00517 .01109 D -.00217 -.00065 
MEAN .00782 ** .00014 
*P<.05 Comparing the two indexes. 
* * P < . 0 1 .  
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Table 13. Comparison of genetic change per generation 
of lOFC and GINCOME 
LINE INDEX I^ LINE INDEX 
REPl REP2 REPl REP2 
lOFC A 13.4536 20.7549 B 8.1066 11.9899 
C 12.4025 20.4363 D 21.8339 4.3820 
MEAN 16.7618 11.5781 
REPl REP2 REPl REP2 
GINCOME A 10.0842 24.6312 B 15.5075 17,6825 
C 12.7905 16.1895 D 21.8339 4.3820 
MEAN 15.9239 14.8515 
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each trait applied to the sublines. This comparison is 
especially interesting in the present study because the 
indexes used in the initial generation had over-emphasized 
body weight and the coefficients were corrected after the 
first generation. To facilitate a comparison, the weighting 
coefficients of the intended indexes in this study were re­
defined as relative weights to egg mass, the trait receiving 
the greatest emphasis. 
Table 14 presents the retrospective indexes for these 
lines selected on index In the initial generation, the 
relative weights for the various sublines are rather 
inconsistent. For subline Al, body weight was strongly 
emphasized, and an equally high negative emphasis was placed 
on feed consumption. However, the relative weights were quite 
different for the A2. Thus, there was a highly positive 
weighting for feed consumption, but a negative weighting for 
body weight. The relative weights for the sublines CI and C2 
were more consistent in the initial generation. Highest 
weight was given to egg mass but body weight also received a 
relatively high emphasis. 
After the correction of the intended indexes, the highest 
weighting should have been placed on egg mass, a negative 
weighting on feed consumption and body weight should have 
received a relatively small weighting. This was generally 
true for the Al and A2 lines in each generation, but some 
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Table 14. Index in retrospect for I-, lines 
BW32 EMI FCl BW32 EMI FCl 
INTENDED^ .0107 1 -.3465 .0107 1 -.3465 
GENERATION LINE A1 LINE A2 
0 1. 5349 1 -1 . 4884 -.0458 1 1 .1827 
1 -.0149 1 .0448 -.0031 1 -.1929 
2 -.0302 1 .0365 . 0237 1 - . 4 9 0 5  
3 .0149 1 -.0297 . 0006 1 -.1314 
4 -.0101 1 -.11 .0042 1 -. 0796 
Pooled -.0105 1 -.0037 . 0058 1 - . 2 3 2 5  
LINE CI LINE C2 
0 .1457 1 .5789 . 1121 1 .1166 
1 -.0074 1 . 286 -.0065 1 .0707 
2 .0128 1 -.1021 .006 1 . 1 6 3 3  
3 .0231 1 .5787 -.027 1 1 .1081 
• 4 .0020 1 .1014 . 0278 1 . -.1296 
Pooled -. 0065 1 .1223 -.0023 1 . 2558 
^ This is the corrected intended index I^. 
Table 15. Index in retrospect for I^ lines 
BW3 2 EMl • FCl 
INTENDED^ .0 366 1 
GENERATION LINE Bl 
0 .0866 1 8 1 .  4 0 3 4  
1 . 0748 1 - .  3 7 4 1  
2 . 0349 . 5457 1 
3 . 0293 1 .5607 
4 . 0581 1 . 3674 
Pooled .059 1 . 4885 
LINE D1 
0 . 0499 -1 . 3858 
1 . 0278 1 . 2 6 9 8  
2 . 0092 1 .1908 
3 .0159 1 . 3816 
4 . 0 2 9 4  1 -.1228 
Pooled . 0203 1 . 2 2 3 7  
BW32 EMI FCl 
. 0366 1 
LINE B2 
.2065 1 17 .2117 
.0559 1 - .  0 7 9 3  
.0088 1 .  3 3 2 7  
.0118 1 . 3077 
.0031 1 . 2477 
.0138 1 . 3005 
LINE D2 
.0717 -1 . 0404 
. 0 1 1 8  1 .  2 0 8 8  
. 0355 1 .  2 9 7 2  
.2100 1 2 .1101 
. 0092 1 . 3231 
.0149 1 .3758 
^ This is the corrected intended index I^. 
discrepancy is observed in Al. For the CI and C2, a negative 
emphasis had not been placed on feed consumption for the most 
part. Egg mass was generally most highly emphasized. 
Table 15 presents the realized weighting coefficients of 
the B and D lines. These did not have feed consumption in 
their selection index. The realized weighting applied to feed 
consumption was therefore a consequence of its correlation to 
body weight and egg mass. 
An over-emphasized body weight, however, was also applied 
to the initial generation. As a consequence, the highest 
weighting fell on feed consumption, as noted for lines B1 and 
B2. Egg mass and body weight received relatively low 
weightings. For lines D1 and D2 in generation zero, egg mass 
received a strong negative emphasis. 
After the selection indexes were corrected, egg mass 
received the highest emphasis for the most part on all 
sublines. The relative emphasis on feed consumption and body 
weight were also rather strongly emphasized in the lines. 
Predicted Response 
To compare the effectiveness of different selection 
methods, the response predicted from population parameter 
estimates is frequently used. The predicted responses of the 
component traits in the two selection indexes were estimated 
from the parameters used to construct the indexes. The 
average progeny per dam was 2.57, and the average progeny per 
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sire family was 15.49. The estimated correlation between 
family members, r, was 2.77. The average standardized 
selection intensity for the selection indexes was .47. The 
comparison of the predicted to realized response is presented 
in the following Table 15. 
Table 16. Comparison of predicted and 
realized response 
ESTIMATED RESPONSE REALIZED/EXPECTED 
INDEX BW32 EMI FCl BW32 EMl FCl 
I, 5.33 .2632 -.1863 .72 1.15 1.43 
I^ 29.53 .3922 1.08 1.46 1.43 1.43 
Other than the response on body weight for index I^, the 
realized responses were slightly higher than the predicted 
responses, indicating that the estimates from the original 
parameters predict the actual response quite closely. 
Heritability Estimates 
The heritability and genetic correlation estimates, based 
on parent-offspring regressions, for each generation are 
presented in Tables 17 and 18. In general, these estimates 
have very high standard errors. Body weight had the highest 
heritability estimates, as expected. Some of the estimates 
are larger than 1, because of high sampling errors. In the 
second and fourth generations of line C, the parent-offspring 
covariance for egg mass was negative, and thus nonestimable. 
This might be due to the high emphasis on egg mass in the 
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selection. Feed consumption also had high heritability 
estimates in most cases. The genetic correlation between body 
weight and egg mass was, in general, higher for the lines 
than for the lines. High genetic correlations were also 
generally observed between body weight and feed consumption, 
and between egg mass and feed consumption. 
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Table 17. Heritability estimates from parent-offspring 
regression on Index lines 
Line A Heritabilities. Genetic Correlations 
Generations BW32 EMI FCl 
^BW,FC ^EM,FC 
0 .78+.3 .01+.2 .18+.3 ,64 . 8 8  1.42 
1 .67+.2 .05+.3 .18+.3 .32 .74 .97 
2 .84+.2 .28+.4 .18+.3 . 4 8  1.15 .72 
3 1.07+.3 .47+.3 . 3 9 + . 2  .33 .83 . 45 
4 .74+,2 .41+.3 .67+.4 .89 . 8 9  . 95 
Pooled .82+.11 .25+.14 .32+.14 .53 . 8 9  . 91 
Line C 
Generations 
0 .66+.3 .04+.4 .43+.3 . 45 .  8 6  1 .47 
1 .67+.3 .16+.3 .36+.5 -.24 .46 . 72 
2 .74+.5 _a - - -
3 .99+.2 .34+.3 ,53+.2 .16 .67 . 45 
4 .99+.2 - .30+.4 - 1.05 -
Pooled .80+.14 . 18+.16 .41+.18 . 12 .75 . 8 8  
^Non-estimable due to negative covariance between parent 
and offspring. 
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Table 18. Heritability estimates from parent-offspring 
regression on Index lines 
Line B Heritabilities Genetic Correlations 
Generations BW3 2 EMI FCl 
^BW,EM ^BW,FC ^EM,FC 
0 .85+.3 .21+.4 .50+.3 . 14 .72 . 6 2  
1 .93+.3 .20+.4 .84+. 3 .68 .69 1.19 
2 .82+.3 .25+.4 .76+.4 .41 . 74 . 77 
3 .80+.3 .44+.4 .71+.2 .02 1.04 . 49 
4 .72+.2 .05+.2 .35+.6 -.33 . 30 . 59 
Pooled .83+.13 .23+.17 .63+.17 .19 . 70 . 73 
Line D 
Generations 
0 1.02+.3 .34+.4 .38+.3 .09 . 82 . 02 
1 . 64+.3 a .96+.3 - .96 -
2 .75+.3 .24+.5 .45+.4 .3.7 1.03 . 20 
3 1.43+.3 .15+.4 . 76+ . 3 .37 .76 . 54 
4 1.22+.2 .25+.5 1.18+.5 . 72 . 83 1.00 
Pooled 1.00+.13 .25+.23 .74+.16 . 38 . 88 .43 
^Non estimable due to negative covariance between parent 
and offspring. 
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DISCUSSION 
Improvement In Feed Efficiency 
The main question in the present study is whether feed 
efficiency can be improved by using information on feed 
consumption in a selection index. Also, we would like to know 
whether the inclusion of such information in a selection index 
causes any undesirable effects on other economically important 
traits. Because feed consumed by a laying hen is used mainly 
for body maintenance and egg mass production, these traits 
should account for most of the genetic variation in feed 
consumption. A third component, the residual component 
(Arboleda et aj^. , 1976b), defined as the difference between 
total feed consumed and that used for egg mass output and body 
maintenance, is thought to account for the remainder of the 
genetic variation in FC, If the residual has a heritability 
much greater than zero, then using feed consumption in a 
selection index should be effective in improving feed 
efficiency. 
Wing and Nordskog (1982a) estimated the heritability of 
the residual component between .15 and .29. In a companion 
paper Wing and Nordskog (1982b) compared the theoretical 
expected gains from different selection indexes on body 
weight, egg mass and feed consumption. They predicted that 
selection using an index which includes feed consumption, in 
addition to body weight and egg mass, would decrease in body 
I  I 
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weight by 5.91 g and increase feed consumption slightly (.91 
g/day) each generation.' When compared to the index with no 
information on feed consumption, body weight, feed consumption 
and egg mass were predicted to increase for both indexes. The 
net result, however, was that income over feed cost would 
increase by 17% for the index containing FC information. 
These theoretical predictions may or may not hold up when 
applied to a real population of laying hens. Hou (1983) 
reported a highly significant correlation between feed 
consumption and egg mass output. If selection is intended to 
reduce feed consumption, then gain in egg mass might also be 
reduced. The present study was designed to test these 
theoretical expectations. The results, using the two indexes, 
and I2, with and without FC information, indeed, followed 
the pattern described, by Wing and Nordskog. The gains in body 
weight and feed consumption were lowest in I^. Body weight 
gain for the test period 2 was 5.3 and 33.2 g/generation for 
and I2, respectively. The overall gain in FC per day for 
each generation was .0784 and 1.8988 for and I2, 
respectively. Thus, FE was best in the lines, i.e., 
.00782gEM/gFC for I^ and .00014gEM/gFC for , a 56-fold 
difference. The predicted lower egg mass output for was 
not observed. Rather, overall genetic change in egg mass was 
slightly higher in and sexual maturity was not severely 
delayed. The improvement in feed efficiency in could well 
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have been due to the reduction of body weight. This leads to 
the conclusion that using FC information in a selection index 
should greatly improve feed efficiency without hampering 
improvement in egg mass output and other productive traits. 
The special effort involved in measuring individual feed 
consumption can be justified only if such information would 
hasten permanent genetic change in the conservation of feed. 
This would be especially important in countries where food for 
humans is limited and competes with feed for animals. 
In tHe present study, the net gain from improving feed 
efficiency using index was .0077 grams of egg mass per gram 
of feed input per generation. This would mean that if a flock 
having a mean egg mass of 42 grams per day with a feed 
efficiency of .4gEM/gFC would reduce feed consumption by .05 
grams for each gram egg mass produced. This would represent a 
saving of 2.06 grams of feed per hen per day. In a 280 day 
laying cycle, feed consumption would be reduced by .577 kg per 
hen. For a modestly large flock of, say 100,000 hens, this 
would represent a saving of 57,700 kgs in feed. 
One might argue that the two selection indexes, I^ and 
I2 #• were constructed to improve two different aggregate 
genotypes: one, income over feed cost, the other, gross 
income. Because they were designed for different genetic 
goals, they are not strictly comparable. This criticism holds 
if we are comparing results based on expectations computed 
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from estimated phenotypic and genetic parameters. That is to 
say, the theoretical expectations are strictly valid only if 
the defined genetic goals are the same. In addition, the 
underlying quantitative genetic theories for these 
expectations must hold. Nordskog (1977), in his introductory 
statement to the International Conference on Quantitative 
Genetics, commented that the validity of many quantitative 
genetics theories have not tested experimentally, and 
frequently observed results do not agree well with 
expectation, especially for lowly heritable traits such as 
rate of egg production. 
Despite the difference in genetic goals, the two 
selection indexes can be viewed as two treatments applied to 
the different lines of laying hens. The observed results 
would represent a sample of genetic gains in the different 
traits. In this sense, we can compare the effects of the two 
treatments, i.e., the selection programs. The "sampling" 
results of this experiment are supported by the theoretical 
expectations described by Wing and Nordskog (1982b). 
In addition, the improvement in the two aggregate 
genotypes, was also compared. The I^ lines excelled in 
improving income over feed cost as expected. But improvement 
in gross income was not greater for I^, even though I^ was 
directly selected for GINCOME. 
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Factors Influencing Feed Efficiency 
A bird is considered an efficient producer when it is 
able to utilize a relatively larger part of feed intake for 
egg production- Other than body maintenance and egg 
production, many factors could have affected the differences 
in feed efficiency. For example, the tendency of some 
individual hens to waste feed may have a genetic basis. This 
source of variation, however, did not seem to be a major 
factor in the present study. 
Individual birds may also differ genetically in their 
ability to digest food. Pym ^  al. (1984) suggested that his 
low feed efficiency lines may also have low metabolizability 
of dietary energy. They suggested the possibility that 
selection for feed efficiency might also improve the 
digestability of feed. 
Cherry and Siegel (1978) found genetic differences 
between breeds and between lines for relative weights of 
digestive organs. Also, lines differing in feed efficiency 
may also exhibit differences in rate of passage of food 
through the GI tract. 
Variation in heat production or activity may have a 
genetic basis affecting feed efficiency. Morrison and Leeson 
(1979) demonstrated that inefficient hens produced 
significantly more heat per unit of metabolic body size. Pym 
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et al. (1984) showed that inefficient birds had poorer 
feathering and produced more heat. 
Differences in body composition might also affect feed 
efficiency. Greenburg's (1976) results suggested that birds 
with lower reproductive performance have higher fat 
deposition. Pym and Solvyns (1979) reported that inefficient 
birds may be fatter. 
Index Selection 
To construct the selection index, the relative economic 
values of the different traits must be defined. This is not 
always an easy task. In the present study, the value of egg 
mass and the cost of feed consumption are comparatively easy 
to define. On the other hand, the real value of body weight 
may be quite ambiguous. For the present study, it was given a 
value of .0 22 for each gram of body weight based on the 
salvage value of the spent hen. However, body weight might 
also be included as a cost in increased body maintenance. It 
was shown that improvement of feed efficiency could be 
attributed to the reduced body size in the I^ lines, and thus, 
reduced body maintenance. Unfortunately, the cost of body 
maintenance is difficult to assess. To side-step this 
problem, one might consider setting the relative economic 
value of body weight to zero or restricting genetic change in 
body weight to zero. 
If the genetic parameters used to construct a selection 
index, are estimated from a small population undergoing 
selection, then such parameter estimates would have very high 
sampling errors. Harris (1964), in a Monte Carlo study, 
demonstrated that at least 1,000 observations would be needed 
to reliably estimate genetic variances and covariances from 
paternal half-sib data. The inaccurate estimation of 
parameters can affect the reliability of the index 
constructed. Theoretical gains based on these indexes would 
then be seriously biased. Williams (1962) suggested that if 
the variances and covariances are poorly estimated, a "base 
index", which weighs each trait by its relative economic 
values (Ij^=Za^X^), can be used. 
An appropriate index, I^, was proposed by Van Vleck 
(1981) if the genetic correlations are estimated with high 
uncertainty and if one is willing to assume that the 
phenotypic and genetic covariances are zero. The index is: 
2 2 I^=2a^h^ X^, where a^, h^ and are the economic weight, 
heritability, and phenotypic values of the component traits, 
i. A comparison of the coefficients of the intended index, 
base index, and the approximate index, as applied to this 
study, is shown below: 
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INDEX INDEX 
BW3 2 .EMl FCl BW3 2 EMl 
ACTUAL .0107 1 -.3465 .0366 1 
BASE .0010 1 -.1878 .0010 1 . 
APPROX. .0057 1 -.3757 .0057 1 
The approximate index quite closely resembles the actual index 
used except for body weight. In view of the high variability 
of the realized weighting coefficients given to the selected 
traits in Tables 12 and 13, the approximate index might have 
valid application to our breeding program. 
Selection on the indexes in this study was based on sire 
family means. This was done with the assumption that the 
heritability of the indexes are low. A combined index, which 
includes individual performance and family means, as described 
by Osborne (1957), might have been even more effective than 
the indexes used. 
Direct use of individual feed consumption records in a 
selection index may not be the only way to enhance feed 
efficiency improvement. Wing and Nordskog {1982b) 
demonstrated that reliable estimates of the genetic 
correlations between body weight and feed consumption, and 
between egg mass and feed consumption, can be substituted for 
actual feed records in constructing the selection index. Such 
an index, theoretically, should be equally effective in 
improving income over feed cost as an index constructed from 
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actual feed record information. This would avoid the expense 
of gathering individual feed records. 
Hagger and Abplanalp (1978) came to the same conclusion. 
Thus, the primary value of individual feed records would seem 
to be to obtain reliable parameter estimates at certain 
generation intervals for the construction of a selection 
index. On the other hand, such a theoretical expectation 
would require verification in a real population of laying 
hens. Unfortunately, this would require a separate selection 
experiment of several generations. 
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SUMMARY 
The primary objective of this study was to determine the 
value of use of individual feed consumption in a selection 
index applied to a population of laying hens. Data from five 
generations of selection using two selection indexes, and 
were obtained from replicated sublines of Leghorn hens. 
The index contained information on egg mass output, body 
weight and feed consumption; the .1^ index ignored feed 
consumption information. Each index was applied to four 
sublines, originating from two separate populations. Control 
lines were maintained to measure environmental changes. Each 
hen was evaluated on two four-week testing periods during the 
laying cycle each generation. The traits measured were body 
weight, egg mass, feed consumption, and feed efficiency in 
each of the two test periods. In addition, age at first egg, 
and overall performance on these traits were evaluated along 
with income over feed cost and gross income. 
The results are summarized as follows: 
1. Body weight gain for was markedly greater than for 
: i '  
2. The increase in Egg mass per generation was similar 
for both indexes. 
3. Feed consumption per generation increased in but 
not in I^. 
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4. Feed efficiency was significantly better for the 
lines. 
5. Both indexes delayed age at first egg by a fraction of 
a day per generation. 
6. Income over feed cost was greater for the lines. 
The conclusion is that selection, using feed consumption 
information, closely follows the pattern predicted by Wing and 
Nordskog {1982b). The value of using estimated genetic 
correlations of feed consumption with body weight and egg mass 
in a selection index, as a substitute for real data on feed 
consumption would require exprimental verification on a real 
population of laying hens. 
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